
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-19: Suffixes

Spelling Words Review

colorful

thoughtful

  breathless

  cheerful

wonderful

spotless 

  hopeless

  creative 

  memorable

  active

  honorable 

  breakable

  likable

  miserable

reasonable

 remarkable

massive

adaptable 

impressive

careless 

 

around

thousand

drowsy

Challenge

peaceful

predictable

Underline the suffix in the following spelling words. 

1. r e m a r k a b l e                  
                                         

2. h o p e l e s s                    

3. c r e a t i v e                      

4.  w o n d e r f u l                
                                
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  awe-inspiring; magnificent                         _________________________

6.  absentminded                     _________________________

7.  worthy of praise; given to doing the right thing                              _________________________

8.  puffing or gasping for air                      _________________________
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    lptsoses      ___________________      hint: completely clean

10.  dlaebpata  ___________________      hint: able to adjust easily to different situations
  

11.  hflcuere       ___________________      hint: happy or optimistic 

12.  rflucloo        ___________________      hint: vivid; having a lot of color    
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Name: _________________________________                 List D-19: Suffixes

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

thoughtful active breakable massive

likable miserable reasonable memorable 

13.  “It was so  _______________________  of you to brush the snow off my car this morning,”

Mrs. Vogel told her husband.               

14.  Jamie's trip to Tuscany and Florence was one of the most  _______________________  

experiences of her life. 

15.  Abigail looked  _______________________  when she walked in the house from the pouring 

rain.  Her hair was sopping wet, her clothes were drenched, and she was wearing a frown.   

16. Pedro's membership to the gym is no longer  _______________________.  It expired last month. 

17. Let's be  _______________________.  Do you really want to spend that much money on a pair 

of sneakers?
    

18. We don't use the fine china very often because it is fragile and  _______________________. 

19. Can you imagine how  _______________________  the dinosaurs must have been? 

20. Calvin is a very  _______________________  kid.  He gets along well with everybody.   
 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which sound, /ow/ or /oi/, do you hear in the word, thousand?    __________________________

22. Which sound, /ow/ or /oi/, do you hear in the word, drowsy?        __________________________

23. Which sound, /ow/ or /oi/, do you hear in the word, around?        __________________________
      

24. Write the suffix of the word, peaceful, on the line provided.           __________________________

25. Write the suffix of the word, predictable, on the line provided.      __________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-19: Suffixes

Spelling Words Review

colorful

thoughtful

breathless

cheerful

wonderful

spotless

hopeless

   creative 

   memorable

   active

   honorable 

   breakable 

   likable

miserable 

 reasonable

remarkable 

 massive

adaptable

impressive 

 careless

around

thousand

drowsy

Challenge

peaceful

predictable 

Underline the suffix in the following spelling words. 

1. r e m a r k a b l e                  
                                         

2. h o p e l e s s                    

3. c r e a t i v e                       

4.  w o n d e r f u l              
                                
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  awe-inspiring; magnificent                         impressive

6.  absentminded                     careless

7.  worthy of praise; given to doing the right thing                              honorable 

8.  puffing or gasping for air                      breathless
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    lptsoses      spotless       hint: completely clean

10.  dlaebpata  adaptable           hint: able to adjust easily to different situations
  

11.  hflcuere       cheerful       hint: happy or optimistic 

12.  rflucloo        colorful       hint: vivid; having a lot of color    
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Name: _________________________________                 List D-19: Suffixes

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

thoughtful active breakable massive

likable miserable reasonable memorable 

13.       “It was so thoughtful of you to brush the snow off my car this morning,”

Mrs. Vogel told her husband.               

14.  Jamie's trip to Tuscany and Florence was one of the most memorable   

experiences of her life. 

15.  Abigail looked miserable when she walked in the house from the pouring 

rain.  Her hair was sopping wet, her clothes were drenched, and she was wearing a frown.   

16. Pedro's membership to the gym is no longer active.  It expired last month.   

17. Let's be reasonable.  Do you really want to spend that much money on a pair 

of sneakers?
    

18. We don't use the fine china very often because it is fragile and breakable. 

19. Can you imagine how massive the dinosaurs must have been? 

20. Calvin is a very likable kid.  He gets along well with everybody.   
 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which sound, /ow/ or /oi/, do you hear in the word, thousand?    /ow/ sound

22. Which sound, /ow/ or /oi/, do you hear in the word, drowsy?       /ow/ sound

23. Which sound, /ow/ or /oi/, do you hear in the word, around?        /ow/ sound
      

24. Write the suffix of the word, peaceful, on the line provided.           ful 

25. Write the suffix of the word, predictable, on the line provided.      able
                                     LD
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